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We give a brief presentation of basic facts concerning the relationship of L-func-
tions mod p and the Cartier operator. We take the notion of the Cartier operator
for granted but develop all other notions that we need from scratch. An idea taken
from Tate’s famous ‘‘sum of residues equals zero’’ paper plays a key role and gives
the paper a distinctly ‘‘functional analytic’’ flavor. All the ideas in the paper have
been ‘‘in the air’’ for some time; our contribution is simply to organize them and
to express them succinctly.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This is a set of notes written in 1995 and circulated in preprint form at
that time. The notes are essentially didactic; that which might be original
here are the organization and emphasis. The point of view explained here
has subsequently been used by others. For example, this paper is cited in
[14]. The list of references at the end of the paper gives an indication of
the provenance of the fundamental underlying ideas of the paper and
suggests directions for further research.
2. A TRACE CALCULUS OVER Fq
In this section we fix a finite field Fq of q elements and of characteristic
p. We also fix a finitely generated Fq -algebra A. From Section 2.6 onward
we assume as well that A is a regular integral domain of Krull dimension r.
2.1. Gauges
Let M be a finitely generated A-module. A function #: M  Z0~[&]
will be called a gauge if there exist generators a1 , ..., ak of A as an
Fq -algebra and generators m1 , ..., mr of M as an A-module such that for all
& # Z the set [m # M | #(m)&] is the set of m # M admitting a representation
m= :
r
i=1
fi (a1 , ..., ak) m i
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where f1 , ..., fr # Fq[X1 , ..., Xk] are polynomials each of total degree not
exceeding &.
Proposition 1. Let M be a finitely generated A-module. Let # be a
gauge for M. Then # enjoys the following properties:
(i) #(m)=&  m=0.
(ii) #(m+m$)max(#(m), #(m$)).
(iii) [m # M | #(m)&] is finite for all integers &.
Proof. Clear. K
Proposition 2. Let M be a finitely generated A-module equipped with a
gauge #. Let ,: M  M be an A-linear map. Then there exists a constant
K0 such that #(,(m))#(m)+K for all m # M.
Proof. Let a1 , ..., ak be Fq-algebra generators for A and let m1 , ..., mr be
A-module generators for M that give rise to # as above. Let m # M be
given. By hypothesis there exist f1 , ..., fr # Fq[X1 , ..., Xr] each of total
degree not exceeding #(m) such that
m= :
r
i=1
fi (a1 , ..., ak) mi .
Note that
#( f (a1 , ..., ak) m)#(m)+&
for an f # Fq[X1 , ..., Xk] of total degree not exceeding &. If we now employ
the preceding observation with fi in place of f and ,(mi) in place of m, we
have
#(,(m))=# \ :
r
i=1
f i,(m i)+max
r
i=1
#( fi,(mi))#(m)+K
where
K=max
r
i=1
#(,(mi)). K
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2.2. Frobenius- and Cartier-Linear Operators
Let M and N be A-modules. We say that a map F: M  N is Frobenius
linear if
F(am)=aqF(m) (a # A, m # M).
We say that a map C: M  N is Cartier-linear if
aC(m)=C(aqm) (a # A, m # M).
Proposition 3. Let M be a finitely generated A-module, let F: M  M
be a Frobenius-linear map and let # be a gauge for M. Then there exists a
constant K0 such that #(Fm)q#(m)+K for all m # M.
Proof. Let a1 , ..., ak # A be Fq -algebra generators and let m1 , ..., mr # M
be A-module generators giving rise to # as above. Let m # M be given. By
hypothesis there exist polynomials f1 , ..., fr # Fq[X1 , ..., Xk] of total degree
not exceeding #(m) such that
m= :
r
i=1
fi (a1 , ..., ak) mi .
Then we have
#(Fm)=# \ :
k
i=1
f qi (a1 , ..., ak) Fmi+q#(m)+K
where
K=max
r
i=1
#(Fmi). K
Proposition 4. Let M be a finitely generated A-module, let C: M  M
be a Cartier-linear map, and let # be a gauge for M. Then there exists a
constant K0 such that #(Cm)#(m)q+K for all m # M.
Proof. Let a1 , ..., ak # A be Fq -algebra generators and let m1 , ..., mr # M
be A-module generators giving rise to # as above. Let m # M be given. By
hypothesis there exist polynomials f1 , ..., fr # Fq[X1 , ..., Xk] of total degree
not exceeding #(m) such that
m= :
r
i=1
fi (a1 , ..., ak) mi .
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Let S be the set of k-tuples s=(s1 , ..., sk) such that 0s i<q for i=1, ..., k.
Write
X s=X s11 } } } X
sk
k , a
s=a s11 } } } a
sk
k (s # S).
Write
fi= :
s # S
f qisX
s (i=1, ..., k)
where each coefficient fis # Fq[X1 , ..., Xk] is of total degree not exceeding
#(m)q. We have
#(Cm)=# \ :
k
i=1
:
s # S
fis C(asmi)+#(m)q+K
where
K=max
k
i=1
max
s # S
#(C(asm i)). K
2.3. Trace-Class Operators
Let M be an Fq-vector space and let T: M  M be an Fq -linear operator.
A finite-dimensional subspace WM such that
TWW, (1)
M= .

n=1
[m # M | T nm # W] (2)
will be called a nucleus for the operator T. If T possesses a nucleus W we
define {(T | M) # Fq to be the trace of T on W. Now {(T | M) is well-defined
because if W1 , W2 M are nuclei for T then T operates nilpotently on
(W1+W2)(W1 & W2), and hence T has the same trace on W1+W2 ,
W1 & W2 , W1 and W2 . If T possesses a nucleus W then for any non-
negative integer k the k-fold wedge power k T: k M  k M over Fq
possesses a nucleus; indeed k W is a nucleus. Thus if T possesses a
nucleus W we may define
2(1&tT | M)= :

k=0
(&1)k {(k T | k M) tk # Fq[[t]]
where t is a variable. In fact 2(1&tT | M) is a polynomial because it equals
the determinant of 1&tT on the nucleus W.
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Remark. Since the invariants { and 2 are defined in an infinite-dimen-
sional setting, we cannot take for granted that they enjoy the properties of
trace and characteristic polynomial familiar in the finite-dimensional set-
ting. Tate’s paper [15] provided us with an example of the scrupulous and
profitable use of such invariants.
Proposition 5. Let M be an Fq -vectorspace and let T: M  M be an
Fq -linear operator possessing a nucleus W. Let NM be an Fq -subspace and
suppose that TNN. Then W & N is a nucleus for the restriction of T to N,
and (W+N)N is a nucleus for the operator on MN induced by T. Conse-
quently
{(T | M)={(T | N)+{(T | MN)
and
2(1&tT | M)=2(1&tT | N) } 2(1&tT | MN).
Proof. Clear. K
Proposition 6. Let constants 0K1<1 and K20 be given. Let M be
a finitely generated A-module equipped with a gauge #. Put
M&=[m # M | #(m)&] (& # Z).
Let T: M  M be any Fq -linear operator satisfying the estimate
#(Tm)K1#(m)+K2 (m # M).
Then M& M is a nucleus for T provided that &1+K2 (1&K1).
Proof. Clear. K
Let M be a finitely generated A-module. We say that an Fq -linear map
T: M  M is of trace-class if for every gauge # there exist constants
0K1<1 and K20 such that the estimate
#(Tm)K1#(m)+K2 (m # M)
holds. By the preceding proposition if T is of trace-class then T has a
nucleus, and hence {(T | M) and 2(1&tT | M) are defined. If C: M  M is
Cartier-linear, then C is of trace-class by Proposition 3. If f : M  M is
A-linear and T: M  M is of trace-class then Tf and fT are of trace-class
by Proposition 2. If T1 , T2 : M  M are of trace-class then so are T1T2 and
T1+T2 .
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Proposition 7. Let M be a finitely generated A-module. For all
Fq -linear operators T1 , T2 : M  M of trace-class one has
{(x1T1+x2T2 | M)=x1{(T1 | M)+x2{(T2 | M)
for all x1 , x2 # Fq .
Proof. By Proposition 6 the operators T1 , T2 and x1T1+x2T2 possess
a common nucleus. K
Proposition 8. Let M be a finitely generated A-module, let T: M  M
be an Fq -linear operator of trace-class and let f: M  M be an A-linear
operator. Then {(Tf | M)={( fT | M).
Proof. We adapt a trick of Tate [15, T5]. By Proposition 6 the
operators T, Tf, fT and fTf have a common nucleus WM. We have
fT( fW+W) fW & W.
It follows that fW is a nucleus for the operator fT. More generally, for any
nonnegative integer n the space (Tf )n W is a nucleus for Tf, and the space
( fT )n fW is a nucleus for fT. Consider now the commutative diagram
(Tf )n W ww
Tf
(Tf )n W
f f
(fT )n fW ww
fT
(fT )n fW
T T
(Tf )n+1 W ww
Tf
(Tf )n+1 W
where n is any nonnegative integer. For all sufficiently large n the vertical
arrows are isomorphisms, and hence {( fT | M)={(Tf | M). K
2.4. A Vanishing Criterion
Proposition 9. Let M be a finitely generated A-module equipped with a
Cartier-linear operator C: M  M. Let n02 be an integer. Assume that for
every maximal ideal I/A the residue field AI is of degree at least n0 over
Fq . Then tn0 divides 1&2(1&tC | M).
Proof. We begin by considering the special case n0=2. Our task then
is to prove that {(C | M)=0. We have
{(Cf (a&aq) | M)={(Cfa&aCf | M)=0
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by Propositions 7 and 8. By hypothesis the set [a&aq | a # A] generates
the unit ideal of A. Therefore we have
1= :
r
i=1
fi (ai&aqi )
for suitably chosen f1 , ..., fr # A and a1 , ..., ar # A, and hence
{(C | M)= :
r
i=1
{(Cfi (ai&aqi ))=0
by Proposition 7.
We turn to the general case. Fix an integer 0<k<n0 . It will be enough
to show that {(k C | k M)=0. Let A k be the k-fold tensor power of A
over Fq and let A(k) be the ring of invariants in A k under the action of
the symmetric group on k letters by exchange of factors. Then A(k) is a
finitely generated Fq -algebra and A k is a finitely generated A(k)-module.
(See [12, II.7].) Now M k is a finitely generated A k-module, and hence
also a finitely generated A(k)-module. The action of A(k) on M k descends
to the quotient k M, and thus the latter is a finitely generated
A(k)-module on which k C acts in Cartier-linear fashion. We claim that
for every maximal ideal I/A(k) the residue field A(k)I is of degree 2 over
Fq . The proof of the proposition comes down to the proof of the claim, for
once the latter is granted we have {(k C | k M)=0 by the case n0=2
previously settled.
We turn to the proof of the claim. Supposing the claim to be false, let
I/A(k) be a maximal ideal such that A(k)I=Fq . Let ,: A(k)  Fq be the
unique Fq -algebra homomorphism with kernel I. Since A k is integral over
A(k) there exists an Fq-algebra homomorphism : A k  F q extending ,,
and there exist unique Fq -algebra homomorphisms i : A  F q for
i=1, ..., k such that
(a1  } } } ak)=1(a1) } } } k(ak)
for all a1 , ..., ak # A. Now on the one hand, by hypothesis 1(A) is an
extension of Fq of degree n0 , and hence there exists some a0 # A such
that 1(a0) has at least n0 distinct conjugates over Fq . But on the other
hand, the coefficients of the polynomial
‘
k
i=1
(t&i (a0))
belong to Fq since they are in the image of ,, and hence 1(a0) has at most
k<n0 conjugates. This contradiction proves the claim. K
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2.5. Localization
Let M be a finitely generated A-module, let f # A be given, and let
S=[1, f, f 2, ...]A be the multiplicative system generated by f. Let
Af=S&1A and Mf=S&1M be the localizations of A and M, respectively,
by the multiplicative system S. Then Af is again a finitely generated
Fq -algebra, and Mf is a finitely generated Af -module. Suppose M is
equipped with a Cartier-linear operator C: M  M. Then C gives rise to a
Cartier-linear operator Cf : Mf  Mf by the rule
Cf (ms)=C(sq&1m)s (m # M, s # S).
One checks immediately that Cf is well-defined and Cartier-linear with
respect to the Af -module structure of Mf .
Proposition 10. Let M be a finitely generated A-module equipped with
a Cartier-linear operator C: M  M. Let f1 , ..., fk # A generate the unit ideal.
Then
2(1&tC | M)=‘
I
2(1&tCfI | MfI)
(&1)|I |
where I ranges over finite subsets of [1, ..., k], the cardinality of I is denoted
|I |, and fI=> i # I f i .
Proof. Put
Mk= 
|I |=k
MfI , C
(k)= 
|I |=k
CfI (k # Z).
Since each map CfI is Cartier-linear, hence of trace-class with respect to
AfI , each map CfI has a nucleus, and hence C
(k) has a nucleus. Clearly
2(1&tC (k) | Mk)= ‘
|I | =k
2(1&tCfI | MI).
Now we dispose of a commutative diagram
0 ww M ww M(0) ww } } } ww M(k) ww 0
C C (0) C (k)
0 ww M ww M(0) ww } } } ww M(k) ww 0
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with exact rows, where the horizontal maps are the usual Cech differentials.
(See [8, III.3,4].) Therefore
2(C | M)=‘
k
2(1&tC (k) | M k) (&1) k
by Proposition 5. K
Given a finitely generated A-module M and f # A, let
Resf C: MfM  MfM
be the Cartier-linear operator defined by the formula
(Resf C)(m+ fM)=C( f q&1m)+ fM (m # M).
Proposition 11. Let M be a finitely generated A-module. Let f # A be
given such that multiplication by f is an injective map of M to itself. Then
2(1&tCf | Mf)=2(1&tC | M) 2(1&t Resf C | MfM)
holds.
Proof. For each positive integer k let M (k)f be the A-submodule of Mf
generated by fractions of the form mf k with m # M. For each k>1 we
have Cf M (k)f M
(k&1)
f , hence we may choose a nucleus for Cf in M
(1)
f , and
hence
2(1&tCf | Mf)=2(1&tCf f | M (1)f ).
Since multiplication by f is an injective map of M to itself, M can be
regarded as an A-submodule of Mf and the map
m+ fM [ mf +M : MfM  M (1)f M
is an A-linear isomorphism compatible with the action of Resf C on the
source and the action of Cf on the target. By Proposition 5 we are done. K
2.6. Duality
From this subsection onward we assume that A is a regular integral
domain of Krull dimension r.
Let 0 be the module of Ka hler differentials of A. Then 0 is a finitely
generated projective A-module of rank r. Let d: A  0 be the universal
derivation, let * 0 be the exterior algebra of 0 over A, and let d be
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extended to * 0 as a derivation of degree 1 in standard fashion. In this
situation there exists a unique Fq -linear graded isomorphism
C&1: * 0 wt H*(* 0, d )
such that
C&1(a!)=a pC&1(!) (a # A, ! # * 0),
C&1(da)=a p&1da+dA (a # A),
C&1(! 7 ’)=C &1(!) 7 C&1(’) (!, ’ # * 0).
The inverse C of C&1 is called the Cartier operator [1]. (See also [9,
p. 199203] for a quick summary.)
Let M be a finitely generated projective A-module equipped with a
Frobenius-linear operator F: M  M. We define the dual M to be the
A-module of A-linear maps M  r 0, and we define a map F : M  M
adjoint to F by the rule
(F m^)(m)=C log qlog p(m^(Fm)) (m # M, m^ # M ).
Note that the adjoint F is Cartier-linear.
Proposition 12. Let I/A be a maximal ideal. Assume that there exist
x1 , ..., xr # A generating I such that the collection dx1 , ..., dxr forms an
A-basis for 0. Then
det(1&tF | MIM)=det(1&t Resxr } } } Resx1 F | M IM )
where the characteristic polynomials on both sides are computed over Fq .
Proof. Let S be the set of r-tuples of integers of the form
s=(s1 , ..., sr) (0si<q).
Then the differentials
!s=\‘
r
i=1
xsii + dx1 7 } } } 7 dxr (s # S)
are a basis for r 0 as a module over Aq=[aq| a # A], and
C log qlog p(!s)={!00
if s1= } } } =sr=q&1
otherwise
for all s # S.
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Let
\: r 0Ir 0  Fq
be the Fq -linear functional obtained by composing the unique A-linear map
r 0  AI sending dx1 7 } } } 7 dxr to 1+I with the Galois trace
AI  Fq . Then, so we claim,
\(C log qlog pxq&11 } } } x
q&1
r |)=\(|)
holds for all | # r 0. At least the claim holds for differentials of the form
aq!s with a # A and s # S as a direct calculation suffices to verify, hence the
claim holds in general. It follows that relative to the perfect Fq -bilinear
pairing
(m, m^) [ \(m^(m)) : M IM _MIM  Fq
the Fq-linear endomorphism of MIM induced by F is adjoint to the
Fq -linear endomorphism Resxr } } } Resx1 F of M IM . K
3. L-FUNCTIONS ATTACHED TO FROBENIUS-LINEAR OPERATORS
Proposition 13. Suppose that AFq is an extension of fields of degree n.
Let M be a finite-dimensional vectorspace over A equipped with an Fq -linear
map T: M  M that is either Frobenius-linear or Cartier-linear. Then T n is
an A-linear endomorphism of M and one has
det
Fq
(1&tT | M)=det
A
(1&tnT n | M)
where the characteristic polynomial on the left is computed over Fq , and that
on the right over A.
Proof. Clear. K
Let M be a finitely generated A-module equipped with a Frobenius
linear operator F: M  M. Put
L(t, F, M)=‘
I
det(1&tF | MIM)&1 # 1+tFq[[t]]
where each characteristic polynomial is computed over Fq , and the product
is extended over all maximal ideals I/A. The convergence of the infinite
product is guaranteed by the preceding proposition.
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Theorem 1. Let A be a regular integral domain of Krull dimension r.
Let M be a finitely generated projective A-module equipped with a
Frobenius-linear operator F. Then
L(t, F, M)=2(1&tF | M ) (&1)r&1
where F : M  M is the Cartier-linear operator adjoint to F.
Proof. Fix a positive integer n0 arbitrarily. It will be enough to prove
the congruence
L(t, F, M)#2(1&tF | M ) (&1)r&1 mod tn0 (3)
and to do so we proceed in three stages. At the first two stages we make
special assumptions and at the last stage handle the general case.
(I) Assume that for every maximal ideal I/A the degree of the
residue field AI over Fq is at least n0 . Then the left side of (3) is congruent
to 1 modulo tn0 by Proposition 13, while the right side is congruent to 1
modulo tn0 by Proposition 9. Thus (3) holds in this special case.
(II) Assume that there is exactly one maximal ideal I/A such that
the degree of AI over Fq is <n0 . Assume that I is generated by a sequence
x1 , ..., xr # A such that dx1 , ..., dxr is an A-basis for the module 0 of Ka hler
differentials of A. By Proposition 13 we have
L(t, F, M)#det(1&tF | MIM)&1 mod tn0.
By Proposition 9 and Proposition 11 we have
2(1&tF | M)(&1)r&1#det(1&t Resxr } } } Resx1 F | M IM )
&1 mod tn0.
The right sides of the preceding two congruences agree by Proposition 12.
Thus (3) holds in this special case.
(III) For every maximal ideal I/A there exists f # A"I such that the
hypotheses of either (I) or (II) are satisfied by the Frobenius linear
operator Ff : Mf  Mf induced by F, and hence the congruence (3) holds
for Mf . Accordingly there exist f1 , ..., fk # A generating the unit ideal such
that for every product f of one or more of the functions f1 , ..., fk , the
congruence (3) holds for the Frobenius linear operator Ff . Then the
congruence (3) holds for M by Proposition 10. K
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